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flowers for algernon progris riport 1 martch 3. - flowers for algernon by daniel keyes progris riport 1
martch 3. dr strauss says i shoud rite down what i think and remembir and evrey thing that happins to me
from now on. flowers for algernon - dramatic publishing - flowers for algernon se1ting: the stage is
divided into three areas. the area at r is doctor strauss' office. a desk, a few chairs. the l area is charlie's room
a bed or small sofa, a chair, a table. the area c represents different places and is fur nished basically with two
chairs and two tables. flowers for algernon, by daniel keyes - abcteach - name _____ date _____ flowers
for algernon, by daniel keyes - 2 - ©2004abcteach vocabulary these words can be defined using context clues
from the story or from a dictionary. flowers for algernon daniel keyes (flowers for algernon by ... flowers for algernon daniel keyes progris riport 1-martch 5, 1965 dr. strauss says i shud rite down what i think
and evrey thing that happins to me from now on, i dont know why but he says its importint so they will see if
they will use me. i hope they use me. flowers for algernon intro webquest - stafford middle school flowers for algernon webquest 1. daniel keyes you already know daniel keyes is the author of flowers for
algernon, but what do you know about him? flowers for algernon by daniel keyes - novelinks - flowers for
algernon by daniel keyes harcourt, new york, 2004 plot summary charlie gordon is a mentally retarded 32 year
old man who undergoes an operation to boost his intelligence. the operation was developed by professor
nemur and dr. strauss and was performed successfully on a mouse named algernon before charlie had the
operation. charlie unit: “flowers for algernon” - louisianabelieves - english language arts, grade 8:
“flowers for algernon” 240 unit: “flowers for algernon” anchor text1 “flowers for algernon,” daniel keyes. 2
(literary) related texts . literary texts (fiction) fflowers for lowers for aalgernonlgernon - as you read
“flowers for algernon,” watch for new settings, charac-ters, or conﬂ icts that are introduced into the story.
these may sig-nal that a subplot is beginning. to identify parallel episodes, take note of similar situations or
events that occur in the story. literary perspectives apply the literary perspective described
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